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Abstract

The economic feasibility of maintaining large databases of document images has

created a tremendous demand for robust ways to access and manipulate the informa-

tion these images contain. In an attempt to move toward a paper-less o�ce, large

quantities of printed documents are often scanned and archived as images, without

adequate index information.

One way to provide traditional database indexing and retrieval capabilities is to

fully convert the document to an electronic representation which can be indexed auto-

matically. Unfortunately, there are many factors which prohibit complete conversion

including high cost, low document quality, and the fact that many non-text compo-

nents cannot be adequately represented in a converted form. In such cases, it can be

advantageous to maintain a copy of and use the document in image form.

In this paper, we provide a survey of methods developed by researchers to access

and manipulate document images without the need for complete and accurate con-

version. We briey discuss traditional text indexing techniques on imperfect data and

the retrieval of partially converted documents. This is followed by a more comprehen-

sive review of techniques for the direct characterization, manipulation and retrieval,

of images of documents containing text, graphics and scene images.

The support of this research by the Department of Defense under contract MDA 9049-6C-1250

is gratefully acknowledged.



1 Introduction

The advance of o�ce automation and onset of the information age is fundamentally

grounded in the ability to create, manipulate, store, retrieve and transmit electronic

documents. Word processing applications allow us to easily create and edit electronic

documents, compression of the documents' electronic representation allows e�cient

storage and transmission, and the text analysis community has focused on the pro-

cessing, indexing and retrieval of text from large repositories. For documents whose

entire life cycle is electronic, these tasks are relatively straightforward, and users have

therefore come to view documents as manipulable, searchable entities. Unfortunately,

for those documents which were created manually, or for those documents whose elec-

tronic representation is simply not available, systems must deal, at least initially, with

scanned images of the hard copy representations.

Although some work has been reported on the use and manipulation of individual

documents in image form [4, 5], in the absence of complete conversion, there is far more

potential in the topics related to document image databases including information

extraction and indexing and retrieval.

1.1 Document Databases

The purpose of a database is to provide a wrapper through which one can retrieve

information which is relevant to a given query. Depending on the nature of the data

to be accessed (�elded, full text or image, for example) di�erent techniques must be

used for creating indexes, formulating queries and retrieving records. For traditional

databases, data is maintained in a structured way and the contents of speci�c �elds

can be accessed directly. Queries can be formulated and records retrieved by indexing

�elds, indexing the results of calculations on �elds or indexing relations among �elds.

For such databases, index information is typically derived directly from the data, but

unfortunately, queries are often limited to accessing the speci�c �elds and relations
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which are de�ned a priori. For tabulated data in a well-de�ned, known environment,

this may be acceptable.

Maintaining and accessing a database of full-text documents is a more challenging

problem. For text document databases, the incoming data is typically less structured

so it is di�cult, and perhaps even impossible, to populate �elds a priori. Nevertheless,

similar retrieval goals can be de�ned. For example, given a large heterogeneous

database of text, one may ask \How many votes did Bill Clinton receive in the state

of Florida during the 1996 presidential election?". The ability to provide the user with

an appropriate answer to this query is di�cult, and it is quite di�erent from the ability

to simply retrieve documents which most likely contain the desired information. In

general, answering such a question requires some basic level of comprehension of the

content of both the query and the documents being stored in the database.

A realistic expectation for today's text document database systems is not to pro-

vide answers, but rather to provide mechanisms to retrieve documents which are most

relevant to the formulated query, in ranked order. For example, in the above query,

we would expect a system to return a subset of the collection of documents which

contain election returns, and to mention Clinton and Florida. More desirably, we may

hope to have documents weighted more heavily if the terms \votes" and \Florida" are

used in close proximity. The text retrieval community has made signi�cant progress

in Information Retrieval (IR) and addressing related information processing problems

such as topic clustering and information �ltering [48]. Longer-term goals are of course

to be able to answer such queries by returning a quantitative result when appropriate.

This is clearly a research issue, however, and will require a more complete process-

ing of the natural language than is necessary for retrieval. Although indexing and

retrieval of text documents is a general problem, it is arguably much more di�cult

than indexing and retrieval from traditional databases. This is due to the fact that

for full text databases, the text is rarely organized into meaningful �elds and the

(natural) language is far less constrained. On the positive side, however, the content
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of the document is often represented directly by the text. When documents contain

non-text regions to be indexed, or when the document does not originate in electronic

form, the problem becomes more complex and a new set of issues must be addressed.

1.2 Document Image Databases

It has not been until recently that it has become economically feasible to deal with

documents by maintaining large databases of document images. In an attempt to

move toward a paper-less o�ce, large quantities of printed documents are digitized

and stored as images in databases, but often without adequate index information.

One option for automatically generating index information is to attempt to convert

the document to an indexable representation. Although text can be represented very

e�ciently in electronic form, low document image quality can inhibit accurate symbol

recognition (OCR) and make it di�cult to preserve stylistic features such as font and

layout. Furthermore, it may not be possible to provide a suitable representation for

certain scanned graphic and picture regions, other than as a digital image, primar-

ily because there is no simple decomposition into concise units that can be easily

recognized.

Scanning and storing documents as images clearly has advantages over storing

hard copy, and unlike converted documents, digital document images can provide

a precise, high-quality representation of the original document, including graphics

and images. Having the ability to capture an accurate representation of both the

content and structure is especially important considering the complex, multi-modal

documents that can be created with today's desktop publishing systems.

Given that it is bene�cial to maintain at least a copy of most documents in image

form, the main issue then becomes the need for robust ways to access or \index"

the information these images contain. With electronic text documents, the index

information can be extracted directly from the text, but we do not have that luxury

with document images. The \content" of document images is not directly available
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since the internal representation is simply a set of pixels, so it is di�cult to perform

automatic indexing. For some archival applications a simple document ID, such

as a case number, may be su�cient for indexing, and can be provided manually.

Unfortunately, the rich content of many documents prohibits comprehensive manual

entry of index information, especially for graphic and image regions and for document

structure.

In this survey, we review techniques for content-based, automatic indexing and

retrieval of document images, and highlight several topics related to the creation and

maintenance of document image databases. There is clearly a spectrum of possibilities

for indexing from partial conversion and recognition of text, graphics and images to

the indexing of the pixels directly. Some approaches have been developed to avoid

problems with low-accuracy conversion, while others have been developed because

appropriate conversion is not possible. Our goal is to focus on an in-depth discussion

of techniques which do not try to perform complete and accurate conversion and

high-level indexing, but rather which attempt to characterize, index, and retrieve

documents based directly on image features.

For completeness, in Section 2 we provide a brief discussion of techniques for

classical indexing and retrieval of electronic text, as well as techniques for IR which

operate on OCR'd text and work performed on the enhancement of OCR'd text for

IR. In Section 3 we review some research which considers methods of characterizing,

indexing and retrieving images of text without conversion to ASCII. In Section 4, we

highlight methods for indexing at the document level, including retrieval based on

physical and logical structure. In Section 5, we consider retrieval-driven indexing of

graphics and in Section 6 we consider several speci�c applications related to document

image database management, indexing and retrieval.
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2 Analysis of Electronic Text

Accessing collections of document text is a problem that has been addressed by the

information retrieval (IR) community for many years [47, 48]. For applications such

as the analysis of newswire articles or the analysis of other sources generated elec-

tronically, signi�cant progress has been made. For much of that time, however, it has

been assumed that the systems would deal exclusively with clean and accurate data.

Not until recently have techniques been developed to deal with noisy data, such as

text transcribed from speech or text recognized from document images. The general

consensus of the community had been that given su�cient computational resources,

the text in document images could be recognized and converted so that standard

retrieval techniques could be applied. For certain domains this is true, but in general,

the lack of structure in recognized or converted documents, combined with the often

sub-standard accuracy of the conversion process, makes converted documents di�cult

to index. Nevertheless, many of the lessons learned from classical IR will inuence

content-based document image IR as the �eld matures.

2.1 Classic Indexing and Retrieval

Many documents which are created electronically have both structured and unstruc-

tured components. For example, electronic mail (EMail) delineates the sender, re-

ceiver, date and subject, in addition to the message. It is useful to distinguish be-

tween document indexes which rely on objective, structured identi�ers, such as au-

thors' names, titles and publishers, and non-objective identi�ers which are extracted

directly from the text content [47]. If the document analysis front end provides

objective identi�ers, standard database operations can be used to query document

databases. In the absence of objective identi�ers, methods for characterizing the full

text content of the converted documents must be developed. The latter is a more

challenging problem, however, and where most research is being carried out.
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Research in IR has led to the use of a wide variety of techniques for automatic

indexing. Historically, experts have been called upon to manually provide a concise

index of content descriptors for each document. More recently, techniques such as in-

verted indexes, term weighting and its variations, and the extraction of relationships

between terms to preserve content, have evolved to provide advanced automatic in-

dexing. For retrieval, vector space, probabilistic and boolean retrieval models provide

a foundation for document similarity.

The basic idea behind most approaches to text indexing and retrieval is to provide

the ability to characterize the text corpus in a meaningful way, to allow users to pro-

vide a query as a set of terms, and to provide mechanisms to retrieve, in ranked order,

the most relevant documents for that query.1 One common way of characterizing a

document's content is to consider the full text, �lter out common \stop" words which

have a negligible e�ect on the content, and then represent the document by a term

vector consisting of the frequencies of meaningful terms. Furthermore, su�xes can be

stripped (stemming), low-frequency words replaced with thesaurus equivalences, and

high- frequency words replaced with phrases, in an attempt to reduce inappropriate

variability in the text.

Trends in the documents' content can be compensated for by weighing the term

frequencies by the inverse document frequencies (tf-idf). That is, for a document i

and a weight wij for term j, the term frequency tfij is multiplied by the inverse of

the number of times the term appears in the entire collection. This is given by

wij = tfij log
n

dfj

(1)

In this way, a collection which contains the term \president" in every document,

for example, would not be assigned a very high weight to that term even if it it occurs

often in a given document. Since the term occurs in a large number of documents,

1Of course more complex approaches which consider the natural language are of great interest,

but beyond the scope of this paper.
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it is not likely to provide signi�cant discrimination power. On the other hand, if

the term appears often, but in only one document, it would receive a much higher

weight. In document image databases, similar techniques must be developed to �lter

out irrelevant index information and weight features appropriately.

Once the documents are indexed, the resulting index vectors can be considered as

signatures and used for retrieval. To query the collection, a simple measure can be

used to compute the \distance" between the query vector and the document vector.

A straightforward choice is cosine or inner product similarity, but many others exist

[47].

The basic idea of providing a characterization and a similarity measure is essential

for all retrieval problems, including the retrieval of document images.

2.2 Processing Converted Text

As alluded to previously, a desirable goal of text retrieval is to be able to operate e�ec-

tively on noisy data, such as the output of an Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

system. Toward this end, the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC), co-sponsored by

NIST and DARPA, provides a forum for the evaluation of how well retrieval systems

perform on recognized text. In 1996, the conference held a confusion track where the

test data was obtained by printing, scanning and recognizing (via OCR) data from

the Federal Registry [27]. Given ground truth for the documents, the organizers were

able to characterize the character-level error rate at approximately 20%. Systems

which participated in the evaluation were provided with the original and converted

text, a set of queries and a set of associated relevance judgments, allowing the cal-

culation of the e�ective recall and precision measures. They were asked to run their

algorithms on both corrupted and uncorrupted data. Overall there appears to have

been a signi�cant drop in accuracy between the results from the corrupted and un-

corrupted data. More detailed tabulation of the results is not currently available, but

will be reported at a later date.
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A number of attempts have been made to bring the document analysis and infor-

mation retrieval communities together to work on the retrieval of noisy data. From

1992 through 1996, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, held an annual Symposium

on Document Analysis and Information Retrieval [1]. The goal of the Symposium

was to o�er a strong program of basic research in the two complementary �elds of

information retrieval and document analysis, and did indeed promote work on prob-

lems associated with both areas. In 1994, Croft et al. [16] carried out IR tests on

simulated OCR data, and found that for high-quality conversion, there is little e�ect

on retrieval performance. For low-quality and short documents, however, a signi�-

cant degradation in retrieval performance can result. Similar results were reported

by Myka and Guntzer [44].

In more recent work in the same area [40], Lopresti and Zhou evaluated the per-

formance of several classical and enhanced IR models using simulated OCR data. To

enhance traditional IR models to deal with the imperfect data, they used approxi-

mate string matching and fuzzy logic. In general, they were able to show that the

new methods are more robust to noisy data than the original methods, suggesting

that simple enhancements can be used to improve performance.

Ohta et al. [45] described a system for full text search in which they augment

three probabilistic text retrieval methods with knowledge about expected OCR errors.

The approach used confusion information for speci�c characters, along with bi-gram

probabilities of character occurrences to create multiple possible search terms for each

initial search term. After performing the search with each new term, the validity of

returned documents is based on the confusion and bi-gram occurrence probabilities.

The results claim increases from 2-3% in recall with decreases or 4-5% in precision.

Fujisawa and Marukawa used a similar approach in which they use confusion statistics

to generate an enhanced �nite state machine for query terms in Japanese text [25].

An alternative approach to attempting to modify the query to deal with poor

quality is to modify the matching algorithm, as described by Takasu in [63]. To
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obtain speed, the approach uses a two-stage algorithm where the �rst stage uses a

fast string matching algorithm to generate match candidates, and the second stage

uses a more appropriate similarity distance measure, such as the Levenshtein distance.

As with [45] this approach shows slight improvements in recall, with slight decreases

in precision.

All of these techniques improve recall marginally, but are only applicable for text

recognition rates above 80%. For rates lower then 80%, recall and precision fall

drastically. For such cases, systems are forced to either clean up the data, or resort

to other retrieval techniques.

One system for processing and enhancing noisy data is presented by Taghva et

al. [62], who describe an expert system for automatically correcting OCR errors by

post-processing the text, prior to subsequent retrieval by an IR system. Rather than

trying to identify all misspelled words in the text (which is typically attempted by

the OCR system anyway), the system focuses only on words that will likely be used

for retrieval, under the assumption that \signi�cant" mis-recognized words will be

used elsewhere in the same document. The system combines special recognizers to

identify acronyms, proper nouns and garbage strings. It uses stop lists, followed

by pre-clustering to determine indexed terms and insure their correct spelling using

a dictionary. Overall the system claims to perform well in \cleaning" OCR data,

primarily because it focuses on areas where the advanced IR systems tend to be

sensitive.

In 1995, Doermann and Yao [23] presented work on a system for modeling errors

in the output of OCR systems. They described a set of symbol and page models

which are used to degrade an ideal text by introducing errors which typically occur

during scanning, decomposition and recognition. The advantage of their system is

that performance of text analysis systems can be evaluated under a wide variety

of controlled conditions at relatively low cost, simply by varying parameters of the

model.
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On the application side, several interesting approaches have been proposed for

retrieving document images, using OCR'd text. Most notably, Cornell University was

faced with the challenge of how to get all of their technical reports on-line. It was

decided that the cost of manually correcting automated OCR results was prohibitive,

while the quality of the resulting transcription was too poor to be presented to the

end users. They decided to use the imperfect OCR results to create indexes to

the image, and have searches applied directly to the recognized text, transparent

to the user [39]. The approach was motivated by the observation that statistical

methods in information retrieval do not need perfectly clean data to work well. The

retrieved documents were then presented to the user in image form. Given a retrieval

mechanism which is robust to OCR errors, this represents a reasonable compromise

with complete conversion for content-only retrieval.

Of the few other results reported, Tsuda et al. [67] developed and evaluated an

approach to document clustering for browsing document collections. After perform-

ing tests on ideal data, they performed the same experiments on corrupt data. The

experiments measured the level at which \term loss" (i.e. terms which were discarded

since they were not valid English words) would a�ect the results of document clus-

tering. The term loss was computed for various level of OCR accuracy as 22.7% for

85% character accuracy, 14.4% for 90% character accuracy, 4.3% for 95% character

accuracy and 0.5% for 99% character accuracy. Using these datasets, they found that

clustering could be done e�ectively down to approximately 85% character accuracy.

In summary, the community �nds that there is a direct correlation between accu-

racy and retrieval performance metrics. For OCR accuracy in the range of 70-80%

n-gram techniques have been shown to perform well. From 80-95% accuracy, en-

hanced IR techniques work well and above 95%, most IR techniques are completely

una�ected by errors.

For the remainder of this paper, we will concentrate on reviewing literature associ-

ated with direct access to the document image, citing other work where appropriate.
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3 Indexing Images of Text

In order to perform retrieval on document images which contain text, there must

be a way to characterize the document content in a meaningful way. Researchers

have addressed a number of problems ranging from attempting to identify proper

nouns (Section 3.1) to automatic image abstracting (Section 3.3). Such approaches

are especially appropriate for indexing low-quality documents where the recognition

results are expected to be poor, or in �ltering scenarios such as copiers or fax machines

where the image data may not be kept internally.

3.1 Characterizing Text

DeSilva and Hull [53] have addressed the problem of detecting proper nouns in doc-

ument images. Proper nouns tend to correspond to the names of people, places and

speci�c objects and are valuable for indexing. It was noted that it is very expensive

to run contextual post-processing on the recognized data which may have to iden-

tify over half a million surnames, not to mention the problems associated with word

recognition itself. In their approach, DeSilva and Hull segment the document image

into words and attempt to �lter proper nouns by examining properties of the word

image and its relationship to its neighbors. The post-processing would then be done

on the resulting, much smaller, set of words.

Using a large text corpus, they developed and tested a set of seven features includ-

ing capitalization, location in a sentence, length of word, length of the previous word,

length of the following word, syntactic category of the previous word and syntactic

category of the following word for proper noun identi�cation. For capitalization, it

was noted that over 95.5% of proper nouns are capitalized, and that over 35% of cap-

italized words are proper nouns. Furthermore, of the capitalized words which occur

at the beginning of a sentence, only 10% are proper nouns and proper nouns tend to

be longer than other words on average by over one character. Examining the word
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lengths of neighbors shows that over 85% of capitalized words following a one-letter

word (70% for two-letter words) are proper nouns. Further observations were made

that proper nouns tend to follow prepositions, tend to be followed by short words,

and tend to be followed by nouns.

To extract the necessary features, algorithms are presented for detecting capital-

ized words using baseline and character shape information, and classifying them. In

experimental results, nearly 90% of proper nouns are consistently correctly identi�ed.

By performing this pre-classi�cation, it becomes possible to add information from the

image which is not available in the recognized text, and greatly reduce the complexity

of the post-processing steps.

This work is of particular interest because it demonstrates that features are indeed

present in image-based representations which may not be available in converted or

electronic text.

3.2 Keyword Spotting

A second problem which has its roots in traditional IR is that of keyword spotting (or

keyword searching). Some interesting work has been done on the problem of searching

for keywords in document images using only image properties. Keywords are valuable

indexing tools and if they can be identi�ed at the image level, extensive computation

during recognition will be avoided. All of the approaches described below rely to

some extent on properties of a word's shape that can be stable across fonts, styles,

and ranges of quality.

The approach of Chen et al. [10] is segmentation- and recognition- free, and has

applications in the information retrieval domain when boolean models are used, as

well as for information �ltering. Chen �rst identi�es candidate lines of text using mor-

phology and extracts shape information from normalized lines of text. The upper and

lower contours of each word are identi�ed and used, along with the autocorrelation

between columns of pixels, as input to a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). A keyword
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HMM is created from a series of appropriate character HMMs and a non-keyword

HMM is based on context-dependent sub-character models. Viterbi decoding of the

HMM is used to identify the keywords and keyword variations in the line. Experi-

ments show detection rates of over 95% on a restricted domain (lower-case letters)

with a false alarm rate of approximately 1%. A subsequent paper [11] describes a

simpli�cation of this process which uses vertical character alignment information and

a single model for each character. Related components of the system are described

in more detail in [12], [13], [14] and [38].

DeCurtins and Chen [18] use word shape information and a voting technique to

perform matching of keywords, also without segmentation. The approach is based

on features including blanks, horizontal strokes, vertical strokes, ovals and bowls ex-

tracted from a contiguous line of text. A model is constructed a priori that speci�es

which words should contain which patterns. At runtime, the same features are ex-

tracted from a line of text and a voting scheme provides keyword hypotheses. The

approach is based on the observation that the strokes of touching and corrupted char-

acters often remain relatively una�ected by degradation, so it is especially well suited

for noisy documents.

In [66], Trenkle and Vogt describe a preliminary experiment on word level image

matching. In their approach, a query term is expanded to include its variations,

and an image is generated in each of several fonts and with both lower- and upper-

case characters. For each keyword image, the number of characters is estimated

and features are extracted for the baseline, concavities, line segments, junctions,

dots and stroke directions. The retrieval phase consisted of two steps, a �ltering

which eliminates candidates based on string length, and a matching which computes a

distance metric for each keyword/candidate pair. Several experiments were performed

which showed recall rates near 90% for low-resolution data.

In 1988, Tanaka and Torii [65] described a Transmedia Machine and its ability to

search images of text. The system identi�es word level components from the image,
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and codes them using two bits per character corresponding to whether or not the

character is an ascender or descender and whether or not it crosses the mid-line

exactly once. When a query is presented as a set of keywords, a similar encoding

can be done and matched against the codes of the original document. The approach

is clearly sensitive to font, and does not provide su�ciently unique identi�cation of

words. They extended the original code to treat ascenders and descenders separately,

and experienced marginal improvements in uniqueness. This appears to be the �rst

use of what is now commonly referred to as shape coding.

In later work, Spitz [57] used similar yet more robust character-level shape infor-

mation to map individual symbols in the image to a set of character shape codes which

is much smaller than the original ASCII set. These shape codes form word tokens

which can be indexed by the mapping of the desired keyword into the same space.

Since the shape information and reduced dimensionality mapping can presumably be

obtained with greater accuracy and at a lower cost than OCR, it has advantages over

conversion, especially for some applications dealing with degraded images. At query

time, the query text is mapped to a shape token using the coding obtained directly

from the ASCII via a lookup table. The resulting token is mapped to the shape-code

representation of the text. Inherent conicts in the word tokens do not tend to a�ect

the overall precision and recall rates dramatically, as there is su�cient redundancy in

the English language.

In other work Spitz further exploits the English-language redundancy to perform

OCR based on these robust shape codes, which can in turn be used to re�ne and

enhance retrieval [56]. In [55], he demonstrates the use of shape coding in a working

�ling system for scienti�c papers.

In [43], Manmatha applies the word spotting paradigm to the indexing of images

of handwritten archival manuscripts. The claim is that for a given document, the vari-

ation in word style is small since it was produced by a single writer. The approach

segments the page into words and calculates equivalence classes from matches be-
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tween words. The most di�cult aspect of the problem is, of course, matching. Two

matching algorithms are explored, one based on a translation-invariant Euclidean

distance mapping and the other based on an a�ne-invariant word transformation.

Preliminary results produced precision rates between 80% and 90%.

At SRI, some work was done by DeCurtins on evaluating the performance of

OCR vs. Word Shape recognition for keyword spotting. Their system, Scribble, uses

shape coding as described previously. The basic problem was to classify pages as

being \interesting" or \non-interesting" based on occurrences of the keywords. When

comparing based on overall keyword spotting accuracy and accuracy as a function of

image degradation, Scribble outperformed the commercial OCR system consistently

by more then 5%.

Each of these techniques provides some level of robustness to noise and the in-

ability to OCR the documents reliably. Furthermore, these techniques are applicable

because of the of tremendous redundancy embedded in words of the English language.

3.3 Automatic Abstracting of Images

A third topic of interest is that of automatic image-based abstracting. Although the

problem of automatic creation of abstracts has been studied for many years [42], it

had not previously been attempted on document images. Unlike keyword spotting,

abstracting must develop a model for internal consistencies within the document, and

extract relevant text which accurately summarizes the content.

Chen et al. [9, 8] provide a system for selecting portions (phrases or sentences)

of an imaged document for presentation as a summary. The work is modeled after

abstracting techniques used on ASCII text, but performing the task in the image

domain, presents several interesting challenges. For example, in text abstracting,

stop words are typically ignored, but this is di�cult to do so without recognition. A

second problem is word equivalences and how to identify them. Font size and imaging

conditions make identifying di�erent instances of the same word di�cult.
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The general approach is to extract word images and cluster them independently

of their meaning. Using statistical characterization of the words and their locations

in the document, stop words are identi�ed and summary sentences and key phrases

are extracted. Since word images cannot be compared to a stop list, words which

behave like stop words are identi�ed. This is accomplished by using a combination of

the word width (stop words tend to be short), frequency (stop words tend to occur

often) and location in the sentence. Sentences which contain a signi�cant number of

frequently-occurring keywords are chosen for the summary. Overall, the work presents

a new and very interesting approach to image-based summarization.

Related work is described by Doermann et al. [20], who motivate the use of func-

tional attributes derived from a document image's physical properties to perform

classi�cation and to facilitate browsing of document images. First, they identify

salient regions which presumably correspond to, for example, titles, abstracts, and

index keys, based only on image structure and zone properties. The document is

then classi�ed as intended for reading, browsing or searching using the distribution

of functional units. Reading documents tend to have few titles and larger content

blocks; browsing documents tend have a larger number of head/body pairings; and

searching documents tend to have a larger number of smaller, similar-sized blocks.

Based on this classi�cation, an approach to browsing the document images is sug-

gested by presenting the most salient regions in a limited hierarchical manner. They

claim that if the document is presented as a logical tree, reading a document is sim-

ilar to a depth-�rst search, browsing is similar to a pruned depth-�rst search, and

searching a document is similar to a decision tree. The reader can then traverse the

document structure at will. This work may lead to progress on a signi�cant prob-

lem of document image databases, namely the inability to e�ectively browse or skim

multi-page documents.

Both of these e�orts make unique contributions because of the way they view

document images as entities which are to ultimately be interpreted by humans. The
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ability to organize and/or reduce the amount of information presented to the user in

essential for navigating large collections.

Moving away from direct access to text content, we �nd that a sign�cant amount

of work has been done in which relies heavily on the document's structure.

4 Indexing Document Structure

At the structural level a majority of the work which has been done relies on the output

of a document analysis system. This is not surprising considering the relatively free-

form nature of today's structured documents. There are essentially two ways to index

a heterogeneous document collection based on structure without text content, using

physical (layout) structure or using logical (semantic) structure.

In a typical document decomposition process, the �rst step is to perform a physical

segmentation of the document. The physical segmentation provides only information

about the physical characteristics of the markings on the page. This is typically

followed by functional and logical labeling of constituent components. The functional

labeling provides important insight into the general use of speci�c physical constructs,

and the logical labeling provides a description of the document's semantic components

based on a priori models for the document's class. A few selected articles are cited,

primarily based on their ultimate goal of retrieval without transcription.

Section 4.1 addresses approaches which rely at least in part on segmentation, and

Section 4.2 describes two approaches to categorization and retrieval using texture

measures.

4.1 Segmentation-Based Approaches

One example of structural indexing is found in work by Herrmann and Schlageter

[28]. Noting the lack of non-text retrieval mechanisms, they use traditional document

analysis techniques to populate a relational database and propose a layout editor to
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form queries. They are motivated primarily by the fact that personnel �ling systems

are often accessed using layout knowledge. The retrieval components are based on

layout and are intended to supplement full-text search.

Takasu et al. [64] describe a method using model-based segmentation for incorpo-

ration of speci�c journal references into an on-line database. They process images of

the table of contents and use a decision tree classi�er based on physical features of

the segmented blocks to label tokens. The process can be used to identify regions of

the image for subsequent indexing.

Jaisimha et al. present an overview of text and graphics retrieval systems in [35].

Their system allows keyword searches on raw OCR results but does not provide

any mechanism to deal with the highly degraded documents the system claims to

handle. After manual segmentation, the system does allow image-based matching of

similar logos and suggests that similar capabilities are available for signatures. On the

interface side, it allows users to construct queries visually, and provides mechanisms

for visual feedback.

In other work, Doermann et al. [22, 52] provide a framework for general document

image retrieval using partial results from document analysis including zone type and

zone attributes. In particular, the system introduces the concept of layout similar-

ity and provides an approach to de�ning structural similarity between the physical

components of documents. The system is based on the physical locations of zones

and a high-level characterization of zone properties. The approach uses a weighted

area overlap measure between regions on the page in an attempt to retrieve based

on visual consistency between pages. Examples of its use are shown for the retrieval

of documents which have similar column structure and similar layout of graphics re-

gions. They also use the similarity measures to identify \title-like" pages by image

example.
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4.2 The Use of Texture

Texture features have been used extensively for page segmentation and zone classi�-

cation [34, 68, 33, 15, 24] and have recently been used for image categorization and

retrieval.

So�er [54] attempted to extend the concept of n-grams (used extensively for noisy

text data) to images by extracting NxM-grams of image intensity patterns. The

technique essentially codes any given image as a set of small feature vectors (3-3),

and uses a histogram of vectors to match against a database. While the approach

is e�cient, the simplicity of the feature vector suggests that it will only be able

to distinguish between very gross texture features. In the document domain, the

approach was demonstrated on music scores and various classes of English and Hebrew

writing.

Cullen et al. [17], briey describe a system which uses texture features based on

the distribution of feature points extracted using the Moravec operator. The premise

is that queries should be supplemented with information about how the user perceives

the layout.

Both of these are examples of techniques that may be useful for a �rst-pass �ltering

of the database.

5 Indexing and Recognizing Graphics

For graphical documents, almost all of the work relies on at least partial recognition.

The reason for this is that even for well-de�ned classes of engineering drawings, it

is di�cult to break the drawing up into unique constituent components that can be

indexed robustly.

In this section we divide our survey between indexing drawings and maps (Section

5.1), which tend to be less constrained, and recognizing and indexing logos (Section

5.2), which can often be treated as a classical pattern recognition problem.
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5.1 Drawings and Maps

Lorenz and Monagan [41] describe a system which indexes both line-level and textual

features to retrieve machine part drawings. The text is recognized and traditional

IR retrieval techniques are used. The drawing features extracted include parallel

lines, junctions and adjacent lines. Feature frequency weighting is used (similar to the

document term weighting described in Section 2.1) for indexing and ranked retrieval.

Given a query by example, the approach can be used to index across heterogeneous

collections of documents.

Syeda-Mahmood [61] also describes a system for content-based selection of tech-

nical drawing images without conversion. The approach is based on a selection and

recognition paradigm where key regions are �rst selected and a model-based recogni-

tion engine con�rms the existence of a part using pose estimation. Curvature and text

features are extracted from regions in the image, without regard to individual com-

ponents. During selection, a query image is used and features extracted are matched

against the database. The approach bene�ts from the ability to process drawings

without detailed knowledge of or models for the drawing's content.

Koga et al. [37] use a structural approach to index graphs. They attempt to iden-

tify types of graphs by their axes and combine classi�cation with label information

for content-based retrieval. In a more general image retrieval environment, Gudi-

vada and Raghavan [26] incorporate spatial constraints in their query mechanism

and demonstrate the approach on iconic images.

In much earlier work on maps, Amlani and Kasturi [2] described a query language

for indexing images of paper-based maps. These problems di�er from other document

retrieval problems because of the attention that must be paid not only to component

symbols, but also to their spatial relations on the page. Samet and So�er [49, 50,

51] also consider the map retrieval problem by indexing the legend of a map to

provide insight into the map content. They allow the user to visually create spatial

queries using the legend symbols and retrieve map locations which satisfy the query
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constraints. Although the database is populated semi-manually, the use of spatial

indexing of recognized features is noteworthy.

Despite the e�orts made in this area, it is clear that even if perfect conversion of

graphic entities to CAD-based representation were achievable, we would still require

complex interpretationany to achieve any sign�cant level of retrieval capability.

5.2 Logo Recognition

Recently, the problem of logo recognition has received a great deal of attention, pri-

marily as an e�ective way to index or cluster documents such as letters or memos

based on the identity of the originating institution. The fact that logos tend to be

unique to a given institution, and that they remain relatively stable over long periods

of time, makes them one of the few graphic components that can be indexed in this

way.

In [21], Doermann et al. provide a unique multi-level approach to indexing logo

databases. The approach uses text and contour features to prune the database using

recognized characters and shapes. Similarity invariants are computed for unrecog-

nized contours to obtain a more re�ned match. Since the logos are extracted from

document images, the local invariant features are used to overcome the inherent prob-

lems with both over- and under-segmentation and to deal robustly with small changes

in structure. The method allows the system to deal robustly with all a�ne transfor-

mations of the logo, as well as partial occlusion and mis-segmentation. Indexing can

also be used to identify similar logos in a logo database.

Jaisimha [36] observes that complex logos, especially on faxes, can be highly de-

graded and that traditional recognition schemes are inferior. Their �rst stage normal-

izes the logo and in the second stage uses a wavelet projection signature to represent

the logo. A distance measure between the signatures is used to identify and rank

similar logos. The approach appears robust over a wide range of degradations.

Recently, Suda et al. [60] took a pattern matching/signal processing approach to
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logo and word recognition by using low-pass �ltering and matching, while Cesarini

et al. [7] used a back-propagation neural network for logo recognition. A number

of related problems including oriental seal identi�cation and road sign identi�cation

have also been described in the literature and may be useful for indexing.

6 Related Topics

Several topics directly related to document image indexing are worth mentioning to

complete this survey. One is the problem of �nding or matching instances of a doc-

ument image with known content in a large document database. This problem has

applications both for maintaining database integrity by eliminating duplicates and for

retrieval itself. The second is the use of features across di�erent document compo-

nents as demonstrated by the use of caption information for indexing images. Today's

documents are clearly multimodal, so making use of all cues is essential to approach

human judgments of relevance. The �nal topic is the that of document image com-

pression. It has been shown by several researchers that document-speci�c properties

can be exploited for compression, and the resulting compressed representation can be

operated on directly by document analysis processes.

6.1 Document Image Matching

In [32], Hull �rst addresses the problem of content-based matching and describes a

method for matching documents which have the same character content but which

may have been reformatted or distorted prior to re-imaging. The approach repre-

sents each document by a set of robust local features which can be used to hash into

a database of descriptors. The features extracted from both the query example and

database must be invariant to geometric distortions. By extracting multiple descrip-

tors for a given document, the index can be made more robust to errors in feature

extraction. The measure of similarity used is simply the number of features the query
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document and the database instance have in common. Experiments were performed

using the character count for each word in short sequences of words, providing a set

of simple yet robust descriptors for small databases. With as few as ten descriptors,

100% accuracy was obtained for a clean query string and a small clean database.

In other work [31, 30], Hull used pass codes generated from CCITT group 3 or

4 compressed fax images to attempt to match document images. Using a one inch

square region of the image, the pass codes are extracted from the skew-corrected

compressed image and matched against each previous document using a modi�ed

Hasudor� distance. On a database of 800 images, the system was over 95% e�ective

in identifying duplicates.

Similar work [19] describes a method for detecting duplicate documents in very

large image databases using only features extracted from the image. The method is

also based on a robust \signature" extracted from each document image which is used

to index into a table of previously processed documents. To obtain a signature, the

page image is divided into small strips and successive strips are processed to identify

candidate line segments. Lines near the top of the page which may contain running

heads are avoided and a representative line which contains a su�cient number of

symbols is extracted. A 3-bit shape alphabet is used to generate a set of keys for

indexing via shape coding. Overall, the system demonstrates recall rates of greater

than 90%, even for noisy data. The system is able to deal with di�erences between

scanned documents such as resolution, skew and image quality. The approach has

a number of advantages over OCR or other recognition-based methods, including

speed and robustness to imaging distortions. A unique advantage of this method

over related methods is that it uses an indexing approach (as opposed to matching),

and can easily be scaled to millions of signatures.
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6.2 Indexing Image Captions

Another topic is indexing image captions and attempting to establish a relationship

between the caption's content and the picture it describes. It has been observed that

the caption can be a valuable tool, both as a method to retrieve relevant images, and

for image interpretation.

Srihari makes use of the association between an image and its caption to attempt

to do recognition and content-based retrieval [58, 59]. In the PICTION system, she

attempts to parse the caption and extract relative location and name information.

Face candidates are identi�ed automatically in the image, and the caption information

is used to label them. Using part-of-speech tagging, natural language processing

and domain knowledge, the system is able to make use of gender di�erences in the

language as well as spatial relationships (\pictured from left to right") to establish a

correspondence and e�ectively recognize the images.

In the MARIE project [46], Rowe uses a semantic network to address a problem

similar to Srihari's, but in a domain where the captions are from military photos, can

be very noisy and may require high-level domain-dependent knowledge to interpret.

Since the system extends the work beyond the domain of faces, more complex shape

indexing is required.

Future image retrieval systems operating in a multi-media environment will cer-

tainly require such capabilities.

6.3 Document Image Compression

Finally, we highlight a current research area which has signi�cant impact on the ability

to deal robustly with document images. It is clear that for any large image database,

storage costs must be considered, and image compression is one way of reducing

storage requirements. In the document domain, the measure of a good compression

algorithm may have a number of parameters beyond the traditional space reduction.
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For example, we �nd that digital libraries which contain document images bene�t not

only from compression, which reduces the amount of storage necessary, but also from

the ability to process and search the underlying documents easily and e�ciently.

Recent advances in document image compression have capitalized on symbol-

level redundancies to achieve high levels of compression and provide basic access to

compressed representation to facilitate, for example, image retrieval. The general

technique, �rst proposed by Ascher and Nagy [3], exploits redundancies by represent-

ing each pattern class by a single prototype and representing the image as a set of

pointers to these prototypes.

The concept of a dynamic library was formalized by Witten et al., [69], who take

small regions that are believed to correspond to textual symbols, cluster them and a

create a prototype for each cluster. The image regions are then represented uniquely

by a combination of this prototype, the prototype's location in the image, and an

encoding of the error image.

Kia and Doermann extended this work to provide a representation which facili-

tates the e�cient representation of both the page and the residual. The representation

supports basic component-level document image processing tasks such as skew detec-

tion and correction, keyword search, sub-image retrieval, and language identi�cation

as well as lossy representation and progressive transmission. Howard [29] demon-

strates the advantages of e�cient organization. Enhancements in clustering, such as

the work done by Bloomberg and Vincent [6] and Zhang and Danskin [70], can greatly

improve performance both in lossless and lossy representations.

The implications of being able to treat document images more like the manipulat-

able, searchable entities we have come to expect in the age of electronic documents

are encouraging.
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7 Discussion and Conclusions

Although the concept of a raw document image database is attractive, comprehen-

sive solutions which do not require complete and accurate conversion to a machine-

readable form continue to be elusive for practical systems. In fact, the continuum

which exists between conversion- (or recognition-) based approaches and what can

be considered image-based approaches makes de�ning each class somewhat di�cult.

In general, the extent to which queries appeal directly to image properties, rather

than symbolic representations, is a reasonable way to classify techniques. A further

distinction can be made between indexing based on text content and indexing based

on document structure. In this paper we have attempted to provide some back-

ground about past research on both. We have summarized the primary retrieval and

abstracting e�orts in Table 7.

Ultimately both indexing and retrieval will make use of the powerful features

o�ered both in the visual representation of the page, and in the underlying content of

the text, graphics and images. Such systems will need to address complex tradeo�s

between algorithm speed, image quality and retrieval recall and precision.
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